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By Sy Montgomery : Journey of the Pink Dolphins: An Amazon Quest  we already knew a good omens miniseries 
was heading to amazon next year but now we know wholl be starring in the neil gaiman terry pratchett adaptation 
which its been a crazy weekend of news out of anaheim california as disney rolled into town for d23 giving us updates 
on everything from theme parks to animated Journey of the Pink Dolphins: An Amazon Quest: 
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0 of 0 review helpful Pink Dolphins By Kate M I have read many many books in my lifetime but Sy Montgomery s 
Journey of the Pink Dolphins has taken my breath away What a lovely tale and how much the reader wants to send 
messages to Sy at the end of the book This book is about the challenges life sends us and what we can only reply to 
more belief in what Montgomery has written and a deep sympathy to the dolphins she Scientists call them Inia 
geoffransin an ancient species of toothed whale whose origin dates back about 15 million years To the local people of 
the Amazon pink river dolphins are botos shape shifters that in the guise of human desire can claim your soul and take 
you to the Encante an enchanted underwater world As tributaries braid into a single river Journey of the Pink Dolphins 
weaves ancient myth and modern science into one woman s search for these cl com Pink dolphins and yes in the River 
the flamingo colored mammals do exist are believed by Brazilians and Peruvians to take human form impregnate 
women lure lovers to an underwater paradise and in various ways drive those who encounter them mad They 
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